Logic debugging of today's complex sequential circuits is an important problem. In this paper, a logic debugging methodology for multiple errors in sequential circuits with no state equivalence is developed. The proposed approach reduces the problem of debugging to an instance of Boolean Satisfiability. This formulation takes advantage of modern Boolean Satisfiability solvers that handle large circuits in a computationally efficient manner. An extensive suite of experiments with large sequential circuits confirm the robustness and efficiency of the proposed approach. The results further suggest that Boolean Satisfiability provides an effective platform for sequential logic debugging.
Introduction
As VLSI designs increase in size and complexity, errors become more frequent and harder to track. Common sources for these errors, also known as design e r " , are bugs due to CAD tools and human interference [1] [4] . Experience from a real life synthesis environment shows that the cardinality of these errors is usually small (2-3 errors) [4]. Given a d e sign that fails verification, an engineer is often faced with the tedious task of identifying the source(s) of errors. With 60% of the overall VLSI design cost attributed to verification and debugging, it is evident that automated logic debugging tools are of great benefit. Logic debugging is a challenging problem as the solution space grows exponentially with the increasing number of errors [12]. This is because the specification is usually treated as a "black box" controllable at the primary inputs and observable at the primary outputs. For example, the specification may be provided in a high-level language whereas the design is given in a logic-level implementation.
Debugging of combinational designs has an extensive literature and many efficient automated tools exist [4]. This is partly because this type of debugging bears similarity to fault diagnosis of full-scan designs which is a well examined topic [SI. On the other hand, there has been relatively little work in logic debugging for sequential machines 141. This can be attributed to the increased complexity of the problem when no state equivalence information is available between the design and the specification [3] [6] . In 
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chips with no scan chains, a practically intractable problem [5] . Since most design blocks contain memory elements which are reshuffled many times during synthesis and optimization, debugging of sequential machines becomes a time-consuming and resource-intensive step in a VLSI design cycle with tight timet-market constraints.
In this paper we propose a debugging method for multiple design errors in sequential circuits with no state equivalence information. The proposed method formulates the problem around the concept of Boolean Satisfiability (SAT). Therefore, it automatically benefits from recent advances in the field [2] [a] [SI 1111 [14] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first sequential circuit debugging method based on Boolean Satisfiability. Since logic debugging and fault diagnosis are similar in nature 1121, the proposed approach applies to fault diagnosis of chips with no/partial scan chains. An extensive suite of experiments in this paper demonstrates the robustness of the SAT-based logic debugging formulation. It is shown that large sequential circuits (over 10,000 gates) corrupted with multiple errors are handled in a few seconds. Since SAT can model a VLSI design at various degrees of abstraction, and due to the promising results presented here, this work encourages more research effort in SAT-based debugging.
The paper is organized in five sections. The next section contains background information and definitions. Section 3 contains the SAT-based sequential circuit debugging formulation and implementation. Section 4 reports experiments and Section 5 concludes this work.
Definitions
In this paper, we are interested in sequential circuits with primitive gates AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR and XNOR and fault-kee memory elements (flip-flops). The input to the problem is a specification and an erroneous design initialized to a known state. The specification is given as a set of sets of vectors V = V17"1,V'23m2 , . : . , Vk7"'k with correct primary responses. Each element V""j of this set is a test sequence of input vectors V ' J , U ' ,~, , , . , V~."'J for m; consecutive simulation cycles. In this sequence, the design gives correct primary output responses for all values of m < m;
and an erroneous response for the last vector of the sequence, that is, vector v3imj.
The set V can be obtained by random simulation and/or formal techniques. Test vector generation for counterexamples in sequential logic debugging is not the topic of this work [6] . Additionally, assuming that memory elements are fault-free allows both the specification and the netlist to reach a common initial state. For example, this state can be the reset state for all memory elements. Other advanced initialization procedures can be found in [6] as they are not the topic of this work. The output of the method is a set of potential error locations at which a correction(s) may be applied to rectify the design for the set of vectors V. These candidate locations can quickly provide the engineer with a small set of sites to concentrate on and perform correction. The output of the approach also provides useful information for the correction process. It is emphasized that error correction and formal verification techniques (following correction) are reviewed in 13) [4] [6] and are not dealt with here.
The proposed method uses a set of input test vectors to determine the source of the errors. Traditional simulationbased sequential logic debugging techniques use the set V of vectors to return sets of candidate error locations
El, E z , . . . ,Et. Each set of candidate locations Ei is a set
where the presence of some error explains the erroneous behavior for the respective input test sequence U ' , " ' < . These sets are later intersected E = EI n E2 fl.. . 17 Ek to return the set E of error locations that some corrections on these lines rectify the circuit behavior for all test sequences. The proposed SAT-based method follows a similar approach. We describe the algorithms on circuits with r primary inputs X = xl.xz.. . . ,zr. initial state Q I = q l r q 2 , . . . .q. and t primary outputs Y = ( y~, yz,. . . ,yt) = f ( X , Q I ) . We use L = { 1 1 , 1 2 , . . . ,L} to represent internal circuit lines including stems and branches. The method in Section 3 adds new hardware which requires two extra lines for each original circuit line. We use the notation S = { S I , sz.. . . , s.} and W = { w l , w z , . . . , w"} to label these lines.
In this presentation, variables for lines xi, li, wi and y. are defined to model circuit constraints under simulation for each vector U',", m = 1,. . . , mj in sequence V3,"j. To avoid confusion, we use the notation z : " , li'", U:," and y:," for these variables and XI,"', Lj,'", Wj.", and Yj," for the respective sets (vectors) of variables. Under this notation, superscripts j and m match the indices of simulated test vector U ' , " at cycle m. The notation S = {SI, sz, . . . , sn} is used to indicate both SAT variables and line names. Variables for lines S are common to all test vectors j and all cycles m.
Debugging Sequential Circuits
Given a sequential logic netlist and a set of vectors V as defined in Section 2, the algorithm introduces new logic in the netlist to model error locations and error cardinality constraints. It then compiles this new circuit into a CNF formula Q. This formula has two components.
The first compqnent is the conjunction of mi + . . . + mk CNF formulas C1~"(L'~", W',",X~,"',QI, Y1", S ) for all input test vector sequences j = 1,. . . , k and all simulation cycles m = 1 , . . . ,mj. Intuitively, each CNF C'.m enforces constraints of sequence Vj, "'j on the logic netlist and p e tential error sites through the inputs X'," and the outputs Y',m. As will be explained, error locations are encoded in the circuit with extra hardware. The second component E N ( S ) encodes constraints for the error cardinality N. These constraints are also coded with new hardware. Since the number of errors N is unknown, its maximum value is a user-specified parameter. The algorithm starts with N = 1 and increments this value by 1 if the solver fails to return any location(s).
The complete formula CJ is expressed as:
In the subsections that follow, we describe how to compile each component of CJ.
Test Sequence Constraints
In this subsection WO explain the first component of CJ, namely JJ;=~ d , " (~j , " , W ' ,~, X " " , Q , , Y~,",s).
To simplify this presentation, we develop the theory around au example that assumes a single input sequence that is, k = 1, with two cycles (ml = 2). At the end of the subsection, the results are generalized for multiple input sequences (k > 1) with an arbitrary number of simulation cycles.
When k = 1, the first component comprises of ml copies of CNF formula C',m(Lj,",W1,m,Xj,",Q~,YJ,m, S) repre senting the circuit. Each copy enforces different constraints on potential error locations and input/output behavior of the correct netlist. Clearly, this representation resembles the Iterative Logic Array (ILA) modeling of a sequential netlist in test generation [5] . In the ILA representation, a sequential circuit is "unrolled" in time. This is performed using identical copies of its combinational circuitry at different simulation cycles where the output of the memory elements from cycle i is connected to the appropriate gate primitives in cycle i + 1. For example, the ILA representation of the s e quential circuit in Fig. l 
Figure 1: Example circuit
Given an erroneous netlist and a test sequence with ml cycles, the circuit is first transformed to its ILA representation. Error locations are then modeled by attaching extra hardware. This hardware reflects the potential of an error on lines of the circuit for all ml simulation cycles. It should be noted that this hardware does not require the error to be excited in all cycles but it merely indicates the presence of an error that may or may not be excited. In particular, to model the presence of a fault on line I:,", a multiplexer with select line s is attached to every instance m = 1 , . . . , ml of this line for the different cycles. All these ml multiplexers are later translated into CNF for CJ. The first input of each multiplexer is attached to the line 1:' " and the second input is attached to a new line w:,". The output of each multiplexer is connected to the gate where l:," was originally connected. It is important to note that all ml multiplexer copies share the same select line s.
Consider again the circuit in Fig. l(a) and assume the d e sign error to be a gate replacement of the OR gate that drives line 11 to a NOR gate. Since the gate is an input only to a memory element, any input test sequence needs at least two cycles to detect the error at the primary output 1. 51. The reader can verify that vector sequence V"
is such a sequence that prw duces an erroneous primary output value 0 if the initial state is 0.
The presence of an error on line 11 can he represented with two multiplexers with common select line s at respective positions l;,' and 1i7' of the ILA representation of this circuit, as shown in Fig. 2 . The ILA representation of the erroneous circuit for VI,' is shown in Fig. 2 . To enforce the correct inputjoutput vector constraints from V1,2 on the ILA representation, we add unit-literal clauses q"', x i " , S;', ijl,' x:,', xy and y','.
Unit-literal clause ij1>l is added because we assume that the memory elements of the circuit can be correctly initialized to their reset (0) state. Therefore, the final CNF formula for jm Lj.m,,+m x j , m ,~~, y & m , s ) = 3' is passed to a SAT solver, the engine will necessarily assign s = 1. The assignment s = 0 will cause the solver to backtrack with a conflict because the erroneous circuit is requested to produce a correct primary output behavior.
This process is repeated for every test.sequence Vjmmj, j = 
Error Cardinality Constraints
The second component E N ( S ) enforces appropriate constraints in $ that require a solution with at most N error locations. This component also requires extra hardware to .be added to the enhanced ILA form from Subsection 3.1.
When the updated ILA is translated to CNF, we obtain @.
The following example gives the intuition for E N ( S ) when N = 1. Following this example, we present the hardware construction that generalizes the idea for multiple errors.
Example 9: Consider formula 3' as computed in Example 1.
This formula models the erroneous circuit under simulation of test sequence VlS2. Assume multiplexer select line s is introduced in 3' as a unit-literal clause to produce formula 3" = 3' . s. Given 3", a SAT solver assigns s = 1 and attempts to find a satisfying assignment for the circuit lines and the "free" variablesu'.' and W~>~S O that the circuit emulates the specification for test sequence V1,'. Note that once the solver returns successfully, the logic value assignments for these free variables are those found in the specification on lines 1im1 and lis', respectively (if such lines exist).
The general idea for E N ( S ) is an extension of the example above. That is, formula can he updated with clauses that enumerate exhaustively all possible sets of error sites. These clauses will enforce subsets sil, si2, . . . , siN of S to be set to a logic 1 and indicate that N error(s) are activated. Although this formulation is intuitive, it requires an exponential number of clauses to be inserted ezplicitly in @.
To overcome a memory explosion with increasing values of N , a different approach is taken with an encoding of E N ( S ) using the hardware construction as shown in Fig. 4(a) . In In the remainder of this section, we show how to construct the counter hardware in CNF with O(n) number of clauses. As seen in Fig. 4(a) , the counter contains an adder for the select lines and a compamtor. Assume that the binary representation of the integer passed from the adder to the comparator is blogn-l . . . blbo. A comparator for SAT-based debugging of 2 faults is formed hy adding CNF &pn-l . 6 , , , -z '. . . . 6 2 . bl .KO in E N ( S ) . This ensures that two select lines are always 1 and all others are forced to 0, otherwise @ is not satisfiable. In a similar manner, a comparator can he constructed in CNF for any value of N with logn extra unit-literal clauses.
An implementation for the adder with O(n) clauses is found in Fig. 4(c) . The I-bit values of the select lines are added progressively in a binary tree fashion to compute the logn bit sum. The binary tree has logn levels with select lines at level 0. At each level i = 0 . . . logn, 2'og) "--i integers are added pairwise. Each such integer is i + 1 hits long, and integer bits are added with a sequence of full-adders shown in Fig. 4(b) . A full-adder can be encoded in CNF using 14 clauses (6 clauses if the carry-in is omitted). The CNF size for the adder is proportional to the number of CNF variables (bits) used to hold the values of the select lines and all intermediate results of the adder tree. Hence, the total number of these CNF variables is at most: The calculation uses the fact that CEod = 2 1 -2 and iz' = & when 1 5 1 < 1. Since the full-adders contribute a constant multiplicative factor of clauses, we conclude that the number of clauses for the counter is O(n).
Implementation
In this section we discuss memory requirements and run-time heuristics. From the previous discussion, it is clear that the space requirements for @ are linear O(nkm) in the number of circuit lines n, the number of test sequences k and the length m of these sequences. Although space efficient, for large industrial circuits the formula @ may grow quickly with the number of vectors. To keep the space requirements low yet preserve efficiency, we compile a set of formulas @ I , % . . . , @, ! , . Each formula encodes constraints for p distinct test vectors and it needs only O(npm) space where p < k. In creating mi, we only place multiplexers on fault sites at which solutions to @;-I are found. Intuitively, @ is the conjunction of all these formulas ai. The rationale of the heuristic lies in the fact that in diagnosis a small number of vectors usually screens the m% jority of invalid candidates [4] [12]. Consequently, only a few fault sites and respective multiplexers (in the experiments less than 5% of the circuit lines on average) are introduced in subsequent phases of the algorithm. The benefit of this heuristic is further examined during experiments.
To improve performance further, the algorithm runs in two passes as it originally inserts multiplexers only at structural circuit dominators [5] . Once a set of dominator-solutions is identified, a second pass is run to find solutions in their respective fan-in cones. Running the method in this twcpass fashion keeps the size of the added hardware and the solution space small, which makes it easier for the solver.
Since the CNF of the circuit presented to the SAT solver is replicated for a number of cycles for each input/output vector sequence, the SAT instance may become large. To ease the task of the SAT solver, test sequences are sorted in increasing size mi, 5 m,, 5 . . . 5 m i , and presented in this order to the SAT solver. This heuristic ensures that the first few SAT instances (which tend to be the hardest ones) @ I , @ z , . . . are solved first. These instances have a relatively small size, and so they present an easier task to the SAT solver. Larger sequences are solved later when the process has already identified a set of error locations, a fact that emes the task of the solver.
Given an erroneous design, there may be many ways one can resynthesize and correct it [4] [5] [13] . The existence of many candidate correction locations (for a fixed error(s)) provides additional flexibility to the design engineer during debugging. It is also an important fact for logic optimization techniques that use logic debugging as their underlying engine [13] .
The single-solution SAT-based logic debugging method presented in Section 3 can be easily modified to an allsolution engine as follows. As soon as a solution with error sites S , , , S ,~, . . . ,sIN is returned, the clause (s:, + st, + . . . + sLN) is immediately added as a learned clause. This causes the solver to backtrack and search for other error sites in the remaining solution space reusing part of the existing Finally, the proposed method has the added advantage of providing information that is useful in correction. To see this, the presented formulation does not make any assump tions on the logic value of the error for each test vector.
Given sets of logic assignments wi;", . I : ; "' , . . . , w : !~ for values of j and m on the "free" lines for respective candidate circuit lines l,, , l;,, . . . , l,,, returned by the algorithm, these assignments are required on these lines to guarantee that the netlist emulates the specification for all test sequences. These logic assignments can be used by the test engineer to derive corrections as in traditional logic debugging [4]. Due to all these characteristics, we conclude that Boolean Satisfiability provides an attractive platform for sequential logic debugging and fault diagnosis.
Experiments
The automated sequential circuit debugger described in the previous sections is implemented in C++ using zChaff [9] as the underlying satisfiability engine. The experiments are conducted on a Pentium IV 2.8GHz Linux platform with 2GB of memory using ISCAS'89 and ITC'99 circuits optimized using SIS (script .rugged) [lo] . Errors are inserted in the correct circuit and simulated to obtain the set of vector sequences with failing responses. Each experiment uses 20 test sequences. All errors are a random functional change to random circuit lines excluding primary inputloutput lines. Each experimental result shown here is an average of ten experiments and all run-times are in seconds. Tables 1 and 2 show results in a similar manner for single error and double error experiments, respectively, except for the second column. Column one contains the circuit name. Table 1 has the number of gates and that of Table 2 shows the maximum number of CNF clauses for any Q; for both single and double errors. It can be seen that the SAT formula remains reasonably small even for large circuits. This confirm the potential of the heuristics in subsection 3.
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Columns three and four present the minimum and maximum number of cycles required to observe the error(s). These numbers represent the range of the m j values dis-cussed earlier. Column five shows the number of error locations found for the first pass of structural dominators (Section 3.3). The next column shows the number of error I* cations upon termination of the algorithm (second pass). It is seen that the method exhibits very good resolution; the number of locations is small enough to aid the task of the verification engineer in locating the source of error(s).
The run time (per location) to return the error sites from the first pass is shown in column seven. The total time for the first pass is found if we multiply the number of dominator locations (column five) with the one in column seven. The total run time (per location) for the entire circuit is shown in column eight. Parameter p (subsection 3.3 ) is set to a constant value of 5 for all the experiments shown here. The times reported in the tables confirm that the method offers excellent resolution in a computationally efficient manner.
As shown in the previous section, the space requirement of the proposed method is O(npm), where n is the number of circuit lines, p the number of test sequences in Q; and m the maximum length of these test sequences. To further analyze the behavior of the method, we show results where one of the parameters n, p or m changes while the other two remain constant during debugging for single errors. Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between the circuit size n and the overall run time per solution when the value of m remains constant. The graph shows that the method scales linearly with the circuit size. This indicates that SAT p r e vides an efficient platform for sequential logic debugging of large industrial designs. Fig. 6 illustrates the relationship between the parameter p and the overall CPU time when m is constant. Three sample circuits of different size suggest that the best (performance wise) value for p is 5. This is because as p grows, so does the size of the CNF formula, which makes the SAT instance harder to solve. On the other hand, smaller values of p enforce less tight constraints and increase the number of potential locations the SAT solver returns. The efficiency achieved with p = 5 balances these two parameters.
The analysis for varying values of m when p = 5 is found in Fig. 7 . Similarly to Fig. 5 , the CPU time is found to scale well with an increasing number of cycles. This similarity between the two behaviors is partly due to the fact that both m and n are directly associated with the size of the Table 3 provides insight into the behavior of the underlying SAT solver during this SAT-based debugging formulation For single errors. It is interesting to see that the number of backtracks for the experiments shown in Table 1 is quite small. This in turn means that the SAT solver makes Few "wrong" decisions that lead to conflicts and backtracks.
This behavior is due to the sequential debugging SATbased instance, as Formulated herein, being a problem in which solution constraints are tightly specified in terms of the circuit structure and input test sequence(s). Therefore, the majority of the circuit lines acquire their "correct" logic values through Boolean Constraint Propagation 191. Hence, we may conclude that the solver is given a relatively easy problem to solve irrespective of the circuit size. These conclusions reinforce the fact that Boolean Satisfiahility is an efficient, practical and robust way t o perform sequential logic debugging in industrial designs. 
Conclusion
A sequential debugging technique for multiple design errors using Boolean Satisfiability was presented for circuits with no state equivalence. The method efficiently translates the problem of sequential debugging into a Boolean Satisfiability instance. Therefore, it automatically benefits from advances to SAT solvers to increase the efficiency of the solution. As demonstrated through experiments, the proposed approach performs very well for large circuits corrupted with multiple errors. Theory and experiments confirm its practicality and encourage further research effort towards novel SAT-based debugging techniques.
